1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

Intervertebral disc (IVD) degeneration and secondary pathological changes in the spinal structure contribute largely to low back pain, which ranks first among the five leading causes of years lived with disability [@bib1]. As the principal intervertebral junction, the fibrocartilaginous property of IVD allows it to buffer the different patterns of mechanical stress, in which the corresponding redistribution of gelatinous NP tissue plays an important role [@bib2]. The resident NP cells are the main executors that control the extracellular matrix metabolism in NP tissue and the collagen II and proteoglycan they produce are the main molecules that maintain the gelatinous property of NP tissue [@bib3], [@bib4]. The increased NP cell death partially due to apoptosis may contribute to the metabolic disorders of extracellular matrix, which was seen along with IVD degeneration [@bib4], [@bib5]. Furthermore, increasing studies indicated that the interventions targeting NP cell apoptosis could alleviate the metabolic disorders and IVD degeneration [@bib6], [@bib7]. Therefore, more investigation on NP cell apoptosis and the target interventions may not only increase the pathogenetic knowledge of IVD degeneration, but also provide potential therapeutic strategy.

Recently, increasing evidence has verified the presence of oxidative stress and increased concentrations of oxidation products in aged and degenerated IVDs [@bib8], [@bib9], [@bib10]. Additionally, oxidative stress and subsequent mitochondrial dysfunction participate in the intrinsic pathway of cellular apoptosis, and their roles have been confirmed in NP cell death and IVD degeneration induced by various risk factors [@bib11], [@bib12], [@bib13]. Although various interventions targeting oxidative stress and mitochondrial dysfunction have shown beneficial effects on NP cell apoptosis and IVD degeneration [@bib14], [@bib15], the detailed mechanisms underlying these disorders are not clear.

Sirtuins (SIRTs) comprise a class of NAD^+^-dependent deacetylases with seven members, which share the same conserved NAD^+^-binding site and a Sir2 catalytic core domain, and regulate a wide variety of biological functions [@bib16]. Among them, the SIRT3, SIRT4, and SIRT5 members are mainly localized in the mitochondria, with SIRT3 being the best characterized and possessing robust deacetylase activity that is closely related to maintaining mitochondrial redox homeostasis and functional integrity [@bib17]. Impaired SIRT3 function has been found in various diseases associated with oxidative stress and mitochondrial dysfunction, including cardiac hypertrophy, acute kidney injury, and osteoarthritis [@bib18], [@bib19], [@bib20]. In addition, nicotinamide mononucleotide (NMN), as a key NAD^+^ precursor in mammals, could normalize the NAD^+^/NADH ratio and its administration have shown protective effect on oxidative stress-related diseases through manipulating the activity of SIRT members [@bib21], [@bib22], [@bib23]. Previously, the studies by our group and others have demonstrated that the accumulation of advanced glycation end products (AGEs) in NP tissues could induce an oxidative microenvironment and mitochondrial dysfunction, which were closely related to IVD degeneration [@bib24], [@bib25], [@bib26]. However, the role of SIRT3 in this process and the related mechanism in regulating the survival and proliferation of NP cells have not been examined.

In this study, we reported that in vitro AGEs treatment suppressed the survival and proliferation of human NP cells through induction of oxidative stress and mitochondrial dysfunction, in which the impairment of SIRT3 function and mitochondrial antioxidant network play an important role. The suppression of AMPK/PCG-1α induced by AGEs was involved in this process. Furthermore, NMN supplementation exhibited a protective effect on AGEs-induced NP cell apoptosis and IVD degeneration, partly through the restoration of SIRT3 function and mitochondrial redox homeostasis. Our discoveries provide novel insights into the mechanism of oxidative stress and apoptosis in NP cells, with therapeutic implications for treating IVD degeneration.

2. Materials and methods {#s0010}
========================

2.1. Study design and Ethics statement {#s0015}
--------------------------------------

Human NP tissues were obtained from patients who underwent intervertebral fusion surgery due to lumbar spinal stenosis, lumbar disc herniation or idiopathic scoliosis. Correspondingly, the patients' medical records were also collected and magnetic resonance images were used to evaluate the IVD degenerative level according to Pfirrmann MRI-grade system [@bib27]. Once isolated, the NP tissue samples were handled according to their intended use. Generally, 14 human NP tissues collected from 6 males and 8 females, aged 16--64 years (mean: 48.6 years) were preserved for immunohistochemical and western blotting analysis. Among them, five tissues evaluated as Grade Ⅱ were from patients with idiopathic scoliosis; three evaluated as Grade Ⅲ from patients with lumbar disc herniation; three evaluated as Grade Ⅳ and three evaluated as Grade Ⅴ from patients with lumbar spinal stenosis and lumbar disc herniation. All of them were separated into two parts, immersed in RNAlater Stabilization Solution and frozen in liquid nitrogen for protein and RNA analysis, fixed using buffered formaldehyde fixation (4%, pH 7.4) and embedded in paraffin for histological analysis. Specially, the NP tissues from idiopathic scoliosis patients were generally evaluated as Grade Ⅱ and also regarded as healthy, another three of which were preserved to isolate NP cells for the further in vitro experiments. Further, we assessed the IVD degenerative events in vivo using rat tail disc degeneration model.

All experimental protocols involving human IVD, including medical records, NP tissue collection and analysis, NP cell isolation and interventions, were approved by the Ethics Committee of Tongji Medical College, Huazhong University of Science and Technology (NO. S214). The animal experiments were performed following a protocol approved by the Animal Experimentation Committee of Huazhong University of Science and Technology.

2.2. Isolation and culture of human NP cells {#s0020}
--------------------------------------------

Three human NP tissues used for NP cell isolation were described as above. Hank\'s balanced salt solution was used for NP tissue transportation, and subsequent cell isolation was performed as described previously [@bib28], by plating and expanding the cells at 37 °C and 5% CO~2~ in Dulbecco\'s modified Eagle\'s medium with the F12 nutrient mixture containing 15% fetal bovine serum (Gibco, Waltham, MA, USA) and 1% penicillin/streptomycin (Invitrogen). Cells from the second passage were identified using fluorescently labeled antibody for NP cell markers [@bib29] (CD24, ab31622; KRT18, ab215839; Abcam, Cambridge, UK) and used in further experiments. In in vitro experiments, NP cells were exposed to an equal volume of phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) or AGEs (100 μg/ml or 200 μg/ml buffered using PBS; Merck Millipore, Darmstadt, Germany) for 0, 12, 24, or 36 h. Cells were either pre-treated with MitoTEMPO (5 μM; Sigma, Shanghai, China) or SKQ1 (20 nM; MedChemExpress, New Jersey, USA) for 2 h and then treated with PBS or AGEs, or directly co-cultured with PBS or AGEs in combination with NMN (100 μM), A-769662 (50 μM), Compound C (50 uM; MedChemExpress) or RAGE antibody (10 μg/ml; R&D Systems, Minneapolis, USA). To knock down SIRT3 expression, cells were transfected for 48 h with 100 nM SIRT3 small-interfering RNA (siRNA) or scrambled siRNA (GenePharma, Shanghai, China) using Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen) and immediately stimulated with PBS or AGEs. In addition, lentiviral plasmid containing the SIRT3 expression (Lenti-SIRT3) vector and flanking sequence control (Lenti-vector) were purchased from GeneChem (Shanghai, China) and transduced into human NP cells following the manufacturer\'s instructions. Transfection efficacies were detected by western blotting and the cells were further cultured for 3 days, and passaged for subsequent experiments.

2.3. Assessment of human NP cell viability and proliferation {#s0025}
------------------------------------------------------------

Cell viability assessment was performed as described previously [@bib30], using a Cell Counting Kit-8 (CCK-8; CK04, Dojindo, Japan). After treatment with PBS or AGEs, CCK-8 solution (10 μl) was added to each well, and the cells were further cultured for 4 h at 37 °C. Absorbance in the wells was measured at 450 nm using a spectrophotometer (BioTek, Winooski, VT, USA).

NP cell proliferation was also detected by 5-ethynyl-2′-deoxyuridine (EdU) incorporation (C10310-3; Ribobio, Guangzhou, China). The assessment was performed as the procedure recommended by the manufacturer and fluorescent images were finally obtained by a fluorescence microscope (Olympus IX71, Tokyo, Japan).

2.4. Analysis of human NP cell apoptosis {#s0030}
----------------------------------------

An Annexin V-APC/7-AAD Apoptosis Detection Kit (40309ES60; Yeasen biotech) was used in the analysis of apoptosis as previously described [@bib28]. After labeled, all samples were applied to FACSCalibur flow cytometer (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA, USA) and analyzed. Moreover, apoptotic cells were also identified by 5-ethynyl-2′-deoxyuridine (EdU)-incorporation, terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase dUTP nick-end labeling (TUNEL) staining method using the In Situ Cell Death Detection Kit (12156792910; Roche Applied Science, Indianapolis, IN, USA), according to the manufacturer\'s instructions. Fluorescent images were finally obtained by a fluorescence microscope (Olympus IX71).

2.5. Assessment of reactive oxygen species (ROS), mitochondrial membrane potential (MMP) and mitochondrial permeability transition pore (mPTP) activity in human NP cells {#s0035}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The intracellular total and mitochondrial ROS level were measured respectively by 2',7'-dichlorofluorescin diacetate (DCFH-DA, S0033; Beyotime, Beijing, China) and MitoSOX (40778ES50; Yeasen biotech, Shanghai, China) staining. Both of them can be rapidly oxidized to highly fluorescent compounds. The samples were stained according to the manufacturers' instructions and detected by FACSCalibur flow cytometer (BD Biosciences). Further, the mitochondrial ROS was evaluated by the colocalization of MitoSOX and Mitotracker (C1048, Beyotime) intensity detected using Laser Scanning Microscope (ZEISS LSM780, Germany).

MMP was detected using JC-1 (C2006; Beyotime) assay kits as described previously [@bib30] and analyzed by FACSCalibur flow cytometer (BD Biosciences). The decrease ratio of red (JC-1 aggregates) to green (JC-1 monomers) indicated the MMP loss. The mPTP Assay Kit (GMS10095.1; Genmed, Shanghai, China) was used to detect mPTP activity, wherein fluorescence quenching by cobalt ions increased when the mPTP activity increased. NP cell staining and fixation were performed according to the manufacturer\'s instructions. Next, the slides were observed and imaged using a fluorescence microscope (Olympus IX71).

2.6. Western blotting for human NP cells {#s0040}
----------------------------------------

Total proteins, cytoplasmic proteins, and mitochondrial proteins were extracted using corresponding kits (Beyotime). Proteins (40 μg) from each sample were electrophoresed on 4--20% precast polyacrylamide gels (Bio-Rad) and transferred to nitrocellulose membranes (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA, USA). The primary antibodies were diluted from 1: 500--1: 1000. Primary antibodies against the following proteins were used: cleaved Caspase-3 (\#9664), GAPDH (\#5174) and SIRT3 (\#2627S) (Cell Signaling Technology; Danvers, MA, USA); cytochrome C (ab110325), Bcl-2 (ab32124), and Bax (ab32503) (Abcam, Cambridge, UK); SOD2 (sc-133134), mitochondrial thioredoxin 2 (TRX2, sc-137028), mitochondrial thioredoxin reductase 2 (TRXR2, sc-166259), catalase (sc-271358), and VDAC1 (sc-32063) (Santa Cruz Biotechnology; Dallas, TX, USA).

2.7. SIRT3 deacetylase-activity assay in human NP cells {#s0045}
-------------------------------------------------------

The deacetylase activity of SIRT3 was determined with a SIRT3 Fluorescent Activity Assay/Drug Discovery Kit (BML-AK557-0001; Enzo Life Sciences, Plymouth Meeting, PA, USA), following the manufacturer\'s protocol. Briefly, the mitochondrial extract (5 μg) was incubated with the FLUOR DE LYS^®^-SIRT2 buffer at 37 °C for 60 min, followed by incubation with FLUOR DE LYS® Developer II buffer at 37 °C for 40 min. The fluorescence intensity was measured using a microtiter plate fluorimeter, with excitation at 360 nm and emission at 460 nm. The "blank" value of assay buffer was subtracted from all other values.

2.8. Surgical procedure in animal models {#s0050}
----------------------------------------

Sprague--Dawley rats (three months old) were obtained from the Laboratory Animal Center of Huazhong University of Science and Technology (Wuhan, China). The surgical procedure was performed as described previously [@bib14]. After rats were anesthetized with 2% (w/v) pentobarbital (40 mg/kg), the disc levels in rat tail (Co6/7, 7/8, and 8/9) were located by palpation on the coccygeal vertebrae and confirmed by trial radiography. Needles (29-G) were used to puncture the annulus fibrosus layer though the tail skin, in parallel to the end plates. To ensure that the needle did not penetrate too deeply, the length of the needle was pre-determined according to the dimensions of annulus fibrosus and the NP, which were measured in a preliminary experiment and found to be approximately 4 mm. To evaluate the effect of AGEs on NP cell survival and IVD degeneration and the therapeutic potential of NMN treatment in vivo, we prepared three solutions for intradisc injection, including PBS, AGEs (200 μg/ml), and a mixture of AGEs (200 μg/ml) and NMN (100 μM). Each segment was injected with 2 μl of the solution of interest, and each needle were kept in the disc for 10 s. All animals were allowed free, unrestricted weight bearing and activity. The injections were conducted each week for one month.

2.9. Magnetic resonance imaging and degenerative grade analysis in animal models {#s0055}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of the target IVD was performed one-month after surgery. All rats were anesthetized with 2% (w/v) pentobarbital (40 mg/kg) and placed on examination couch with their tails straightened. Then, the imaging was performed at T2-weighted signal using BioSpec MRI (Bruker, 7.0 T/20 cm). T2-weighted parameters were set as followed: a fast-spin echo sequence with a time-to-repetition of 2000 ms and a time-to-echo of 36 ms; a 256 (h) × 256 (v) matrix; a field of view 6.00/3.00 cm; a flip angle 180°. The scanning scope consisted of 6 IVDs, including 3 target segments. The IVD degenerative grades were analyzed with MR images according to Pfirrmann MRI-grade system [@bib27]. Briefly, Grade I: homogeneous disc with bright hyperintense white signal intensity and a normal disc height; Grade II: inhomogeneous disc with or without horizontal bands and a hyperintense white signal; Grade III: inhomogeneous disc with intermediate gray signal intensity and a slightly decreased disc height; Grade IV: inhomogeneous disc with hypointense gray or black signal intensity and a moderately decreased disc height; Grade V: inhomogeneous disc with a hypointense black signal intensity and a collapsed disc space. Then, the rats were euthanized and the discs were harvested for histological and immunohistochemical analysis.

2.10. Histological, immunohistological and western blotting analysis in human NP tissues and animal models {#s0060}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

For western blotting analysis, the frozen tissues were homogenized and used for extracting total protein. The next procedure was performed as above. For immunohistochemical analysis, the tissue paraffin blocks were sectioned at 4 µm and handled as described previously [@bib28]. Sections were probed at 4 °C overnight with primary antibody (diluted 1: 200) against AGEs (ab23722, Abcam), washed thoroughly, and labeled for 40 min at 37 °C with an appropriate secondary antibody (diluted 1: 200; Vector, Burlingame, CA, USA). The section of brachial artery tissue from a 60-year-old patient due to trauma and amputation was used as positive control handled as above. The negative controls included parallel sections treated with PBS solution instead of primary antibody. Images were captured and further analyzed using Image-Pro Plus software, version 6.0.

The rat discs were washed in PBS, fixed with buffered formaldehyde (4%, pH 7.4) for 12 h, decalcified in 10% formic acid solution, dehydrated through a graded series of ethanol, and embedded in paraffin. For The specimens were sectioned at 4 µm. For histological analysis, the sections were deparaffinized, rehydrated, and stained with hematoxylin and eosin (HE) and safranin-O (SO). For immunofluorescence staining, the sections were handled as above with primary antibody against SIRT3 (10099-1-AP, 1:50, Proteintech, China) and cleaved-caspase-3 (1:200). After overnight, the sections were washed thoroughly using PBST and labeled with an appropriate secondary antibody. For TUNEL staining, the sections were handled using TUNEL Apoptosis Assay Kit (C1088, Beyotime). Finally, nuclei were co-stained for 5 min with 0.1 g/ml 40,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole, and samples were washed and imaged with a fluorescence microscope (Olympus IX71).

2.11. Statistical analysis {#s0065}
--------------------------

Data were analyzed using SPSS software, version 17.0 (IBM, Chicago, IL, USA) and are reported as the mean ± SD of at least three independent experiments. Non-parametric linear regression was used to assess the correlation among SIRT3 levels, the Pfirrmann grades and the AGEs levels in the clinical samples. Student\'s *t*-test, one-way or two-way analysis of variance was used to compare data from the in vitro experimental groups. Values of P \< 0.05 were considered to represent statistically significant differences.

3. Results {#s0070}
==========

3.1. AGEs treatment attenuated cell viability and proliferation, and promoted apoptosis in human NP cells {#s0075}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

AGEs can enhance protein cross-links to change the mechanical properties of the extracellular matrix and to act as a ligand to induce pathophysiological reactions (such as inflammatory responses, senescence, and autophagy), which are partially observed in IVD tissues [@bib24], [@bib31]. To further investigate the effect of AGEs on the viability of NP cells, we firstly isolated human NP cells and identified them using flow cytometry. The results showed positive CD24 (94.2%) and KRT18 (96.7%) expression ([Fig. S1](#s0135){ref-type="sec"}). Human NP cells were then cultured with AGEs (100 or 200 μg/ml) for 12, 24, or 36 h, because this dosage has previously been proven to be sufficient for inducing biological events in chondrocytes, dermal fibroblasts, and lens epithelial cells [@bib32], [@bib33], [@bib34]. The CCK-8 assay revealed that viability of NP cells significantly decreased after AGEs treatment in time- and dose-dependent manners ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}A). In addition, another fast and sensitive method for DNA synthesis detection (EdU-incorporation) was used to observe NP cell proliferation [@bib35]. As shown in [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}B, the activity of DNA replication was significantly attenuated in AGEs-treated groups, indicating the inhibitory effect of AGEs on human NP cell proliferation.Fig. 1AGEs treatment inhibited cell viability and proliferation and promoted cell apoptosis. The human NP cells were treated with AGEs (100--200 μg/ml) or PBS for 0--36 h. (A) Cell viability was examined by the absorbance of CCK-8. \*p \< 0.05 versus PBS (36 h). \#p \< 0.05 versus 0 h. \*\*p \< 0.05 versus AGEs (100 μg/ml at 36 h). (B) Cell proliferation was detected by EdU staining under fluorescence microscope and the positive cells were quantitated. \*p \< 0.05 versus PBS (36 h). (C, D) Cell apoptosis was detected by Annexin V-APC/7-AAD and TUNEL staining and analyzed using flow cytometry and fluorescence microscope, respectively. (C) The quantitative analysis of apoptosis ratio and representative scatter plots of Annexin V-APC/7-AAD staining. The proportion of live cells (third quadrant), apoptotic cells (first and fourth quadrant) and necrotic cells (second quadrant) was measured for analysis. \*p \< 0.05 versus PBS (36 h). \#p \< 0.05 versus 0 h. \*\*p \< 0.05 versus AGEs (100 μg/ml at 36 h). (D) The quantitative analysis of TUNEL positive cells and representative fluorescent images with TUNEL staining. \*p \< 0.05 versus PBS (36 h). (E) Representative Western blotting assay and quantitation of the level of cleaved caspase 3. \*p \< 0.05 versus PBS (36 h). \#p \< 0.05 versus 0 h. Scale bar: B, 60 µm; D, 60 µm.Fig. 1

Excessive apoptosis was reported to play an important role in the loss of cell viability and IVD degeneration [@bib5]. Thus, the role of apoptosis in the observed growth inhibition was determined. The results of annexin V-APC and 7-aminoactinomycin D (7-AAD) staining confirmed that AGEs treatment significantly increased apoptosis in human NP cells ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}C). Additionally, the increased formation of DNA strand breaks (detected by TUNEL staining) also indicated the increased occurrence of apoptosis in AGEs-treated human NP cells ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}D). Western blotting demonstrated that the level of the apoptotic marker protein, cleaved caspase-3, increased in human NP cells after AGEs treatment ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}E).

3.2. The mitochondrial pathway was involved in AGEs-induced human NP cell apoptosis {#s0080}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The mitochondrial pathway intrinsically regulates the cell apoptotic events via mitochondrial membrane permeabilization and subsequent release of proapoptotic proteins [@bib36]. Firstly, we examined inner mitochondrial membrane permeability, which could be increased by prolonged mPTP opening. The fluorescence microscopy confirmed that less calcein was retained in mitochondria from AGEs-treated human NP cells compared to that from PBS-treated human NP cells ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}A), indicating the prolonged mPTP opening. Further, the electrochemical gradient across the inner mitochondrial membrane forms the basis of mitochondrial membrane potential (MMP), which would be reduced by prolonged mPTP opening and inner mitochondrial membrane permeabilization. JC-1 staining and flow cytometric analysis showed that AGEs treatment enhanced the MMP loss in human NP cells, indicated by the decreased ratio of red to green ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}B), indicating the loss of MMP. Secondly, we examined the ratio of Bcl-2 to Bax protein in mitochondria, of which interaction highly regulated the outer mitochondrial membrane permeabilization. The western blotting results showed that the ratio of Bcl-2 to Bax protein in mitochondria was significantly reduced by AGEs treatment ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}C). Finally, we examined the cellular localization of proapoptotic protein (cytochrome c, Cyt-c), the release of which (from the mitochondria to the cytoplasm) is critical for the apoptotic event of caspase activation. Western blotting analysis demonstrated that the ratio of mitochondrial to cytoplasmic Cyt-c was significantly reduced by AGEs treatment ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}D). These data revealed that AGEs affected mitochondrial apoptotic pathway, which was involved in the induction of human NP cell apoptosis in vitro.Fig. 2AGEs treatment induced mitochondrial dysfunction and cytochrome c release via prolonged mPTP activation and Bax translocation at mitochondria. The human NP cells were treated as described in [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}. (A) Representative fluorescent images with calcein staining and quantitative analysis of fluorescence intensity using Image-Pro Plus 6.0 for mPTP. Green fluorescence indicated calcein signals. Cell nuclei are stained by DAPI. \*p \< 0.05 versus PBS (36 h). (B) The quantitative analysis of the shift of red fluorescence (x axis) to green fluorescence (y axis) for MMP and representative scatter plots of flow cytometry by JC-1 staining. \*p \< 0.05 versus PBS (36 h). \#p \< 0.05 versus 0 h. (C) Representative western blotting assay and quantitation of the ratio of Bcl-2/Bax protein in mitochondrial extracts. \*p \< 0.05 versus PBS (36 h). \#p \< 0.05 versus 0 h. (D) Representative western blotting assay and quantitation of the level of cytochrome c (Cyt-c) in mitochondrial and cytoplasmic extracts. \*p \< 0.05 versus PBS. Scale bar: A, 60 µm.Fig. 2

3.3. Mitochondrial antioxidants pre-treatment alleviated the level of oxidative stress induced by AGEs treatment and reduced apoptosis in human NP cells {#s0085}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

It was previously shown that ROS generation played a vital role in regulating the mitochondrial localization of the pro-apoptotic Bax protein and in prolonging mPTP activation [@bib37], [@bib38]. Here, the ROS level was probed using a DCFH-DA Assay Kit and detected by flow cytometry. We observed time-dependent increases in intercellular ROS levels after AGEs treatment, as seen by an increased fluorescence intensity ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}A). After 36 h of culture, NP cells treated with AGEs showed significantly increased ROS levels compared to those in control cells treated with PBS ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}A). To further define the source of ROS, we specifically scavenged mitochondrial ROS with the antioxidants MitoTEMPO or SKQ1. As shown, increased ROS levels induced by AGEs were ameliorated by MitoTEMPO or SKQ1 pre-treatment ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}B), indicating that mitochondrial ROS contributed partially to oxidative stress in human NP cells treated with AGEs.Fig. 3The alleviation of oxidative stress by MitoTEMPO and SKQ1 inhibited the mitochondrial apoptotic pathway. (A) Human NP cells were treated with AGEs (100--200 μg/ml) or PBS for 0--36 h. Cellular ROS was stained by DCFH-DA and the representative peak charts of flow cytometry and quantitative analysis were shown. \*p \< 0.05 versus PBS (36 h). \#p \< 0.05 versus 0 h. (B) MitoTEMPO (5 μM) or SKQ1 (20 nM) pre-treated human NP cells for 2 h and then acted with AGEs (200 μg/ml) for another 36 h. The flow cytometry and quantitative analysis were performed. \*p \< 0.05 versus PBS. \#p \< 0.05 versus AGEs (200 μg/ml). (C--D) MitoTEMPO or SKQ1 pre-treatment significantly decreased the mPTP activation (C) and suppressed the MMP loss (D) in AGEs-induced human NP cells, as observed by calcein and JC-1 staining, respectively. \*p \< 0.05 versus PBS. \#p \< 0.05 versus AGEs (200 μg/ml). (E) Representative western blotting assay and quantitation of the ratio of Bcl-2/Bax protein in mitochondrial extracts. \*p \< 0.05 versus PBS. \#p \< 0.05 versus AGEs (200 μg/ml). (F) Representative western blotting assay and quantitation of the level of Cyt-c in mitochondrial and cytoplasmic extracts from human NP cells with MitoTEMPO or SKQ1 pre-treatment as above. \*p \< 0.05 versus PBS. \#p \< 0.05 versus AGEs (200 μg/ml). Scale bar: C, 60 µm.Fig. 3

To investigate whether mitochondrial ROS participated in AGEs-induced mitochondrial dysfunction and human NP cell apoptosis, we pre-treated human NP cells with MitoTEMPO or SKQ1 for 2 h and then treated them with AGEs for 36 h. The fluorescence microscopy and flow cytometry results showed that MitoTEMPO or SKQ1 pretreatment could alleviate the prolonged mPTP activation and MMP loss induced by AGEs ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}C and D), as well as the reduced Bcl-2: BAX ratio ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}E). In addition, attenuated translocation of mitochondrial Cyt-c was detected by western blotting analysis ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}F). Finally, both annexin V-APC/7-AAD and TUNEL staining confirmed that MitoTEMPO or SKQ1 pre-treatment alleviated AGEs-induced apoptosis in human NP cells ([Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}A and B). Collectively, these findings indicated that mitochondrial redox disorder and oxidative stress were involved in AGEs-induced mitochondrial dysfunction and human NP cell apoptosis.Fig. 4MitoTEMPO or SKQ1 pre-treatment rescued human NP cell apoptosis induced by AGEs. Respectively, the flow cytometry and fluorescence microscope analysis with Annexin V-APC/7-AAD (A) and TUNEL staining (B) indicated the attenuated apoptosis ratio by MitoTEMPO or SKQ1 pre-treatment. \*p \< 0.05 versus PBS. \#p \< 0.05 versus AGEs (200 μg/ml). Scale bar: B, 60 µm.Fig. 4

3.4. The SIRT3 protein level negatively correlated with AGEs accumulation and the grade of IVD degeneration {#s0090}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Stable SIRT3 function is important for maintaining mitochondrial redox homeostasis and function, and a deficiency or dysfunction in these processes have been seen in various oxidative stress-related diseases [@bib18], [@bib39]. To investigate the role of SIRT3 in IVD degeneration, we first assessed the SIRT3 levels in human NP tissue specimens with different grades of degeneration ([Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}A), according to Pfirrmann MRI-grade system [@bib27]. Non-parametric linear-regression analysis between SIRT3 protein levels and IVD degenerative grades was secondarily performed, and a significant negative correlation was seen ([Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}C). As shown above, AGEs contributed largely to a microenvironment of oxidative stress and apoptosis in human NP cells. Previously, it was reported that AGEs showed an increased level in degenerative IVD [@bib40]. In this study, we further analyzed the relationship between AGEs levels and IVD-degeneration grades. As expected, a significant positive correlation was seen ([Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}B and D), with the positive and negative controls in [Fig. S2](#s0135){ref-type="sec"}. Moreover, a significant correlation was observed between SIRT3 and AGEs levels ([Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}E). These results demonstrated that AGEs-associated IVD degeneration may involve the impairment of SIRT3 function.Fig. 5Decreased SIRT3 protein level negatively correlated with AGEs accumulation and IVD degeneration. Fourteen NP tissue specimens with different degenerative grades were used to analyze SIRT3 and AGEs level by Western blotting and immunohistochemical analysis, respectively. (A) Representative Western blotting assay and quantitation of the levels of SIRT3 (Down: representative MR images with different degenerative grades). (B) Representative immunohistochemical images labeled by AGEs antibody and quantitation by mean optical density using Image-Pro Plus 6.0. (C--E) Correlation analysis among SIRT3, AGEs and Pfirrmann grade was performed successively. Scale bar: B, 100 µm.Fig. 5

3.5. SIRT3 protected human NP cells against oxidative stress and apoptosis induced by AGEs {#s0095}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To determine whether AGEs deposition could affect SIRT3 function during IVD degeneration, we treated human NP cells with AGEs or PBS for 36 h in vitro and examined SIRT3 protein levels and deacetylase activities. Western blotting results showed that AGEs induced dose-dependent decreases in SIRT3 protein levels ([Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}A). Similarly, suppression of SIRT3 deacetylase activity was detected in human NP cells following AGEs treatment ([Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}B). We further examined the mitochondrial antioxidant network in AGEs-treated human NP cells because of its importance in maintaining the physiological levels of ROS. Moreover, SIRT3 was critical for maintaining the mitochondrial antioxidant network [@bib18], [@bib39]. As shown, the members of the mitochondrial antioxidant network, including SOD2, catalase, TRX2, and TRXR2, were significantly suppressed by AGEs treatment in a dose-dependent manner ([Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}C). To further confirm the role of SIRT3 in regulating mitochondrial redox homeostasis and apoptosis, we used specific siRNA (siSIRT3) to knock down SIRT3 expression or SIRT3 lentiviral plasmid (Lenti-SIRT3) to overexpression SIRT3 in normal and AGEs-treated human NP cells. Western blotting results confirmed the knockdown efficiency ([Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}D), and the corresponding decrease of SIRT3 deacetylase activity was also detected ([Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}E). SIRT3 knockdown not only partially mimicked the effect of AGEs on mitochondrial antioxidant network in human NP cells under normal conditions, but also aggravated this effect in AGEs-treated human NP cells ([Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}H). In addition, Lenti-SIRT3 infection significantly alleviated the suppressive effect of AGEs on SIRT3 protein levels and deacetylase activities in human NP cells ([Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}F and G), as well as on mitochondrial antioxidant network ([Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}I). These results showed the critical role of SIRT3 in maintaining mitochondrial antioxidant network and indicated its potential involvement in AGEs-induced oxidative stress and apoptosis in human NP cells.Fig. 6Impairment of SIRT3 function was involved in AGEs-induced oxidative stress and apoptosis in human NP cells and SIRT3 overexpression could alleviate these processes. (A, B) Human NP cells were treated with AGEs (100--200 μg/ml) or PBS for 36 h. (A) Representative Western blotting assay and quantitation of the level of SIRT3 protein. (B) The analysis of SIRT3 deacetylase activity using mitochondrial fractions as described under Materials and Methods. \*p \< 0.05 versus PBS. \#p \< 0.05 versus AGEs (100 μg/ml at 36 h). (C) Representative Western blotting assay and quantitation of the level of mitochondrial antioxidants including SOD2, catalase, TRX2 and TRXR2. \*p \< 0.05 versus PBS. \#p \< 0.05 versus AGEs (100 μg/ml at 36 h). (D) Representative Western blotting assay and quantitation of the level of SIRT3 protein. \*p \< 0.05 versus PBS+siCON. \#p \< 0.05 versus AGEs+siCON. (E) The analysis of SIRT3 deacetylase activity using mitochondrial fractions. \*p \< 0.05 versus PBS+siCON. \#p \< 0.05 versus AGEs+siCON. (F) Representative Western blotting assay and quantitation of the level of SIRT3 protein. \*p \< 0.05 versus PBS+Lenti-Vector (blank vector). \#p \< 0.05 versus AGEs+Lenti-Vector. (G) The analysis of SIRT3 deacetylase activity using mitochondrial fractions. \*p \< 0.05 versus PBS+Lenti-Vector. \#p \< 0.05 versus AGEs+Lenti-Vector. (H) Scrambled siRNA (siCON) or SIRT3 siRNA (siSIRT3) transfection were performed before AGEs treatment (200 μg/ml, 36 h). The SOD2, catalase, TRX2 and TRXR2 protein levels were analyzed and quantitated by Western blotting. \*p \< 0.05 versus PBS+siCON. \#p \< 0.05 versus AGEs+siCON. (I) Lenti-Vector or Lenti-SIRT3 infection were performed before AGEs treatment (200 μg/ml, 36 h). The SOD2, catalase, TRX2 and TRXR2 protein levels were analyzed and quantitated by Western blotting. \*p \< 0.05 versus PBS+Lenti-Vector. \#p \< 0.05 versus AGEs+Lenti-Vector. (J) Representative fluorescence images with MitoSOX (red) and MitoTracker (green) double-staining. Cell nuclei are stained by DAPI. (K, L) Cell apoptosis was measured by Annexin V-APC/7-AAD staining under flow cytometry analysis. (K) \*p \< 0.05 versus PBS+siCON. \#p \< 0.05 versus AGEs+siCON. (L) \*p \< 0.05 versus PBS+Lenti-Vector. \#p \< 0.05 versus AGEs+Lenti-Vector.Fig. 6

Thus, we examined the mitochondrial ROS levels by MitoSOX (red) and MitoTracker (green) double-staining. The fluorescence results showed that more co-staining of MitoSOX and MitoTracker was observed in AGEs-treated or siSIRT3-transfected human NP cells and less co-staining was observed in Lenti-SIRT3-infected human NP cells ([Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}J and [Fig. S3A](#s0135){ref-type="sec"}). Furthermore, the flow cytometry analysis demonstrated that SIRT3 knockdown by siSIRT3 could increase mitochondrial ROS levels and cell apoptosis in normal or AGEs-treated NP cells ([Fig. S3B](#s0135){ref-type="sec"} and [Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}K), while SIRT3 overexpression by Lenti-SIRT3 ameliorated AGEs-induced mitochondrial oxidative stress and cell apoptosis ([Fig. S3C](#s0135){ref-type="sec"} and [Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}L). These results indicated that the suppressed SIRT3 function played an important role in AGEs-induced mitochondrial oxidative stress and human NP cell apoptosis and the restoration of SIRT3 function could alleviate these processes.

3.6. Administration of NMN restored SIRT3 function and reduced human NP cell apoptosis through AMPK/PGC-1α pathway {#s0100}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Based on the protective results through SIRT3 gene manipulation, we further investigated the therapeutic potential of pharmacological administration. Previous studies have reported that AMPK/PGC-1α pathway could limit oxidative stress in osteoarthritis progression [@bib41] and PGC-1α was an important transcriptional coactivator for SIRT3 expression [@bib19]. Here, we investigated their interaction in AGEs-induced human NP cell apoptosis. Firstly, the western blotting results showed that AGEs significantly suppressed the AMPK/PGC-1α pathway by decreasing the phosphorylation levels of AMPK and PGC-1α, as well as SIRT3 protein level ([Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}A) and AMPK activator A-769662 could ameliorate this suppressive effect ([Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}B). In addition, the receptor RAGE was attributed to most cellular events by AGEs. However, RAGE neutralizing antibody did not hamper the downregulation of p-AMPK, p-PGC-1α and SIRT3 induced by AGEs ([Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}B). Furthermore, NMN has been reported to act as a precursor of NAD^+^ and restore SIRT3 function [@bib21], [@bib42]. Importantly, NMN administration has undergone clinical trials for some diseases. Thus, we investigated its role in AGEs-treated human NP cells and examined the mechanisms, combining with AMPK inhibitor (Compound C). As shown, NMN administration could rescue the AGEs-induced suppression on p-AMPK, p-PGC-1α and SIRT3 levels, while Compound C inhibited this protective effect ([Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}B). Similarly, both NMN administration and AMPK/PGC-1α pathway activator by A-769662 upregulated the levels of mitochondrial antioxidant members in AGEs-treated human NP cells ([Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}C).Fig. 7NMN administration restored SIRT3 function and alleviated oxidative stress and apoptosis in AGEs-treated human NP cells via AMPK/PGC-1α pathway. (A) Human NP cells were treated with AGEs (100--200 μg/ml) or PBS for 36 h. Representative Western blotting assay and quantitation of the levels of AMPK, p-AMPK, PGC-1α, p-PGC-1α proteins. \*p \< 0.05 versus PBS. (B) Western blotting assay of AMPK, p-AMPK, PGC-1α, p-PGC-1α levels in NP cells stimulated with AGEs (200 μg/ml) in the presence or absence of A-769662 (50 μM), RAGE antibody (10 μg/ml), NMN (100 μM) or Compound C (50 uM). The quantitation of the protein levels: \*p \< 0.05 versus AGEs (200 μg/ml). *ns* versus AGEs (200 μg/ml). \# p \< 0.05 versus AGEs +NMN. (C) Western blotting assay of SOD2, catalase, TRX2 and TRXR2 levels in NP cells stimulated with AGEs (200 μg/ml) in the presence or absence of A-769662 (50 μM) or NMN (100 μM). The quantitation of the protein levels: \*p \< 0.05 versus AGEs. (D) Western blotting assay of SOD2, catalase, TRX2 and TRXR2 levels in siRNA transfected NP cells stimulated with AGEs (200 μg/ml) in the presence or absence of A-769662 (50 μM) or NMN (100 μM). \*p \< 0.05 versus AGEs+NMN+siCON. \#p \< 0.05 versus AGEs+A-769662+siCON. (E) Representative fluorescence images with MitoSOX (red) and MitoTracker (green) double-staining in siRNA transfected NP cells stimulated with AGEs (200 μg/ml) in the presence or absence of A-769662 (50 μM) or NMN (100 μM). (F) Cell apoptosis was measured by Annexin V-APC/7-AAD staining under flow cytometry analysis. \*p \< 0.05 versus AGEs (200 μg/ml). \# p \< 0.05 versus AGEs+NMN+siCON. \#\#p \< 0.05 versus AGEs+ A-769662+siCON.Fig. 7

To more specifically confirm the essential role of SIRT3 in NMN- and A-769662-induced protective effect, we underwent SIRT3 knockdown before NMN and A-769662 administration. As shown in [Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}D, SIRT3 knockdown could significantly inhibit the upregulation of SOD2, catalase, TRX2 and TRXR2 by NMN and A-769662. Finally, the fluorescence microscope and flow cytometry results indicated that NMN and A-769662 administration alleviated AGEs-induced mitochondrial ROS levels and cell apoptosis, which were blocked by SIRT3 knockdown ([Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}E and F, [Fig. S4](#s0135){ref-type="sec"}). These results demonstrated that the inhibition of AMPK/PGC-1α pathway was involved in AGEs-induced SIRT3 downregulation and NMN supplement could restore SIRT3 function and reduce human NP cell apoptosis through AMPK/PGC-1α pathway.

3.7. Administration of NMN ameliorated IVD degeneration in rat models in vivo {#s0105}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

To further investigate the therapeutic efficacy of NMN against AGEs-induced IVD degeneration, we constructed an animal model of IVD degeneration using Sprague-Dawley rats. The degenerative grade was identified by magnetic resonance imaging (MRI, 7.0T) examination and determining Pfirrmann MRI-grade scores. After one month, MRI examination confirmed that the intensities of IVD from AGEs-injected groups were inhomogeneous and lower at T2-weighted signal than that observed in the PBS-injected groups ([Fig. 8](#f0040){ref-type="fig"}A), similar as the previous observation [@bib43]. Moreover, the normal disc height and the boundary of nucleus pulposus and annulus fibrosus also disappeared in IVD from AGEs-injected groups. Similarly, the increased degenerative grades evaluated by Pfirrmann MRI-grade system were also seen in AGEs-injected groups ([Fig. 8](#f0040){ref-type="fig"}E). In addition, the IVD specimens from the above animal models were subjected to histopathological analysis and scores. As seen in [Fig. 8](#f0040){ref-type="fig"}B and C, the oval-shaped NP occupied a large volume of the disc height (\> 50%) in the midsagittal cross-section, as detected by HE staining, and a high glycosaminoglycan content was confirmed in the NP area by strong SO staining in the PBS-injected groups. Numerous stellar-shaped cells were seen in NP tissue and the annulus fibrosus layer was also well organized. In AGEs-injected groups, the disc height was collapsed, with an evident loss of cells and increased tissue fibrillation in the NP area ([Fig. 8](#f0040){ref-type="fig"}B). The boundary of nucleus pulposus and annulus fibrosus was disappeared and the whole layer of annulus fibrosus was disrupted ([Fig. 8](#f0040){ref-type="fig"}B). Conversely, additional NMN administration reduced the IVD degenerative changes compared to that in AGEs-injected groups, although some degenerative phenotype still existed. As shown, there was still some loose NP tissue (\> 25%) with stellar-shaped cells and glycosaminoglycan content detected by SO staining ([Fig. 8](#f0040){ref-type="fig"}C). The boundary of nucleus pulposus and annulus fibrosus was still clear and the disc height was moderate, while the inward half of annulus fibrosus layer was disorganized. Overall, we evaluated the histopathological scores, using a grading scale described previously [@bib44]. The statistical results also confirmed that NMN administration could ameliorate the AGEs-induced IVD degeneration ([Fig. 8](#f0040){ref-type="fig"}F).Fig. 8NMN Administration ameliorated IVD degeneration *in vivo*. The rat tail discs were injected with PBS, AGEs (200 μg/ml), the mixture of AGEs (200 μg/ml) and NMN (100 μM), maintained for one month. (A) Rat tails were examined using MRI at T2-weighted signal and representative MRI images with white squares labeling the operated levels were shown. (B, C) Whole tail discs were observed using HE and SO staining. (D) TUNEL staining and fluorescence microscope analysis were used to detected apoptosis in rat tail discs. The quantitative analysis of degenerative degree using MRI images according to Pfirrmann grade system (E), HE and SO staining images according to histological grading scale (F) and TUNEL fluorescent images by positive cell ratios (G). \*p \< 0.05 versus PBS. \#p \< 0.05 versus AGEs.Fig. 8

Moreover, as described above, AGEs may promote IVD degeneration by inducing NP cell apoptosis. We further performed TUNEL staining in IVD specimens from rats and measured the corresponding ratio of positive staining cells. As shown, AGEs injection increased the positive ratio of TUNEL staining compared to PBS injection, which was attenuated by NMN administration ([Fig. 8](#f0040){ref-type="fig"}D and G). The SIRT3 and cleaved-caspase-3 levels were also examined. As expected, both western blotting and immunofluorescence staining revealed that AGEs injection induced SIRT3 levels downregulation and cleaved-caspase-3 upregulation, while NMN administration could alleviate these responses ([Fig. S5](#s0135){ref-type="sec"}). Taken together, our in vivo studies further confirmed that NMN administration may restore SIRT3 function and ameliorate AGEs-induced NP cell apoptosis and IVD degeneration.

4. Discussion {#s0110}
=============

Various risk factors have been shown to be involved in apoptosis and the imbalance of anabolic and catabolic activities that drive the development of IVD degeneration [@bib45], [@bib46]. Although many efforts have been made to achieve early diagnosis and prevent IVD degeneration and lower back pain disorders [@bib47], [@bib48], [@bib49], the therapeutic protocols currently used for treating IVD degeneration-associated diseases are only for relieving symptoms and invalid to recover IVD function, and can cause spinal disability together. In the current study, we identified AGEs as risk molecule associated with IVD degeneration that created an oxidative stress microenvironment and promoted mitochondrial dysfunction and the loss of NP cell viability. Further study showed that the decrease of SIRT3 deacetylation activity played a crucial role in the oxidative stress of NP cells.

Extensive post-translational modification of proteins can affect protein folding and generate micro-anatomical changes in the proteoglycan--collagen network, which is a hallmark of chronic degenerative and metabolic diseases, including osteoarthritis, osteoporosis, and Alzheimer\'s disease [@bib50], [@bib51], [@bib52]. Several studies have demonstrated that post-translational modification could not only disrupt the mechanical properties of tissues [@bib53], but could also act as damage-associated molecular patterns to induce inflammatory responses and cell death [@bib54], [@bib55]. AGEs are the main products of protein post-translational glycosylation. Previous studies have demonstrated that AGEs were significantly deposited in NP cells with increasing age and IVD degeneration, which could enhance inflammatory responses and disrupt the balance between anabolism and catabolism [@bib24], [@bib31], [@bib56]. In this study, we further demonstrated that AGEs treatment significantly suppressed cell survival and proliferation in NP cells, which played important roles in IVD degeneration. Moreover, data from our in vitro and in vivo studies confirmed that apoptosis was involved in this process.

Mitochondria can intrinsically regulate apoptosis via the involvement of several key events, including the release of proapoptotic molecules such as Cyt-c, Diablo, and HtrA2, which is accompanied by disruption of the electron transport chain and the loss of MMP [@bib57], [@bib58]. Although the mechanisms involved in their release are not fully understood, the observations of Bax--Bak oligomerization and translocation to mitochondria suggest the Bcl-2 family of proteins as the best-characterized regulators, which directly modulate mitochondrial outer membrane permeability and Cyt-c release. Other mechanisms, such as mPTP-dependent and serine protease(s)-dependent processes have also received recognition recently [@bib37], [@bib59], [@bib60]. However, the underlying mechanisms and action manners are complicated and cell type-specific. It is well known that Bax--Bak oligomers mediate the effects of various risk factors that induce NP cell apoptosis [@bib11], [@bib14]. Moreover, considering the previous finding that AGEs could induce prolonged mPTP activation [@bib24], we further investigated the release of mitochondrial Cyt-c along with changes in the Bcl-2: Bax ratio and mPTP activation, which indicated that they may induce human NP cell apoptosis through a combined mechanism.

Complex I and III of the mitochondrial respiratory chain are the main production sites of intracellular ROS, which act as important secondary messengers for diverse cellular processes [@bib61]. Increased ROS generation occurred during IVD degeneration and drove NP cell apoptosis and the loss of MMP [@bib11], [@bib62]. Further, previous studies also showed that excessive ROS production and oxidative stress are responsible for mPTP- and Bax--Bak-dependent mitochondrial dysfunction and cell death [@bib37], [@bib38], [@bib63], although this pathway is cell type-specific [@bib64]. MitoTEMPO and SKQ1 were described previously as a mitochondria-targeting antioxidant that could effectively alleviate mitochondrial ROS-originated oxidative stress [@bib37], [@bib65]. Thus, the role of ROS in AGEs-induced prolonged mPTP activation and Bax--Bak oligomerization in human NP cells was studied after MitoTEMPO or SKQ1 pre-treatment. As results showed that changes in the ROS level and mitochondrial function were significantly attenuated by MitoTEMPO or SKQ1 pre-treatment, along with mPTP activity, the Bax level, and apoptosis in human NP cells. These results indicated that ROS-mediated intrinsic mitochondrial pathway was involved in AGEs-induced human NP cell apoptosis. Furthermore, RAGE was first identified as the receptor for AGEs and mediated most intracellular signal transduction, including the inflammatory response in human NP cells [@bib24]. Previous studies have reported that RAGE could mediate caspase-8-dependent extrinsic apoptotic pathway in response to AGEs stimulation [@bib33] and the crosstalk between extrinsic and intrinsic pathways may be essential for apoptotic events in some cell types [@bib66]. Therefore, more detailed mechanisms about extrinsic and intrinsic apoptotic pathways and their crosstalk may exist in AGEs-induced human NP cell death and deserve more investigation.

It has been well documented that SIRT3 is involved in various oxidative stress-related diseases, where deficiency or functional impairment was crucial for mitochondrial dysfunction and disease progression [@bib19], [@bib20], [@bib67]. Considering the important role of oxidative stress and mitochondrial dysfunction in NP cell apoptosis and the unexplored mechanisms, we further investigated SIRT3 function in human NP tissues and its relationships with AGEs-induced oxidative stress and IVD degeneration. A negative correlation was identified between the SIRT3 protein level and the IVD degenerative grade, along with AGEs deposition. Moreover, the disruption of SIRT3 function was also confirmed in AGEs-stimulated human NP cells by performing in vitro experiments. Based on that, we first attempted to genetically manipulate the mitochondrial SIRT3 function to clarify its roles in AGEs-induced human NP cell apoptosis. Initially, an SIRT3-specific siRNA was used to knock down SIRT3 expression in normal and AGEs-induced human NP cells, which resulted in the aggravation of oxidative stress and apoptotic events. Additionally, SIRT3 overexpression by Lenti-SIRT3 could ameliorate mitochondrial ROS levels and cell apoptosis induced by AGEs treatment. These results indicated that the regulation of SIRT3 function by genetic manipulation may have the therapeutic potential for AGEs-associated IVD degeneration, while the gene therapy is accompanied by the inherent potential risks of cancer development and immune responses [@bib68]. Therefore, we further explored the pharmacological interventions. NMN acts as a precursor of NAD^+^ that was reported to restore SIRT members [@bib21], [@bib22], [@bib23], including SIRT3 [@bib21], [@bib42]. In beta cells, the recovery of NAD^+^ supplementation with NMN attenuated suppression of the SIRT3 expression by pro-inflammatory cytokines [@bib21]. Similarly, NMN administration also restored the deacetylation activity of SIRT3 in circadian mutant mice [@bib42]. More importantly, NMN administration has undergone clinical trials for some diseases. In this study, we explored its potential application in IVD degeneration and the results showed that NMN administration could protect human NP cell against AGEs-induced oxidative stress and apoptosis, in which restoring SIRT3 function was involved.

The biological relevance of SIRT3 in NP cell apoptosis and IVD degeneration induced by AGEs was also highlighted by in vitro findings showing its role in maintaining the antioxidant network. ROS are the by-products along with the electrons leakage from the electron transfer chain, of which level is typically low under normal physiological conditions and is kept in check by intracellular and intra-mitochondrial scavenging systems. Previous reports have shown that impairment of the mitochondrial antioxidant network occurs in many diseases associated with oxidative stress, which could potentially be reversed by robust SIRT3 function [@bib18], [@bib39], [@bib69]. In the present study, we observed that restoring SIRT3 function could rescue the mitochondrial antioxidant network suppressed by AEGs treatment, which was also involved in the NMN protective effect.

Furthermore, we demonstrated a close relationship between SIRT3 function and AMPK-PGC-1α pathway in regulating mitochondrial antioxidant network under AGEs stimulation ([Fig. 9](#f0045){ref-type="fig"}). Previous studies have reported that AMPK activation could promote the interaction of PGC-1α with estrogen-related receptor alpha that was a crucial transcription factor for SIRT3 expression. Similarly, our present study observed an inhibited "AMPK-PGC-1α" pathway by AGEs treatment. Further utilizing pharmacological manipulation, this study showed for the first time that AMPK-PGC-1α activation by A-769662 could ameliorate the suppressive effect of AGEs on SIRT3 and mitochondrial antioxidant network, while RAGE was not responsible for this process. Moreover, AMPK-PGC-1α pathway was also involved in the protective function of NMN, confirmed by the inhibitory effect of Compound C. These results demonstrated that AMPK-PGC-1α was involved in AGEs-suppressive and NMN-protective effect on SIRT3 and mitochondrial antioxidant network. Previous study reported that AMPK/PGC-1α pathway could limit oxidative stress in osteoarthritis progression. However, whether A-769662 and NMN work in this process by targeting SIRT3 was not clear. Our results using SIRT3 knockdown suggested that SIRT3 was indispensable for the protective effect of AMPK/PGC-1α activation in AGEs-induced human NP cell apoptosis.Fig. 9Schematic model illustrating the signaling pathway by SIRT3 and AMPK-PGC-1α to mediate AGEs-induced and NMN-protective effect on mitochondrial oxidative stress and NP cell apoptosis.Fig. 9

In current study, we also established a simple IVD degeneration model in order to further evaluate the effect of AGEs on NP cell survival and IVD degeneration and the therapeutic potential of NMN treatment in vivo. The local injection into discs was used to induce AGEs-depositive microenvironment and administer NMN treatment, which was also applied in other disease models [@bib70], [@bib71]. As observed, exogenous NMN administration could ameliorate the NP cell apoptosis and IVD degeneration induced by AGEs, along with the restoration of SIRT3 level. Meanwhile, we cannot neglect the limitations that involved in this animal model using local injection into rat tail discs, although it is widely used [@bib14], [@bib72]. The rat IVDs experience different biomechanical characteristics with that of human. More studies using monkey, goat or dog may provide further insights. In addition, the AGEs-injection model can simulate its function as bioactive molecules, while it is poor for mimicking the altered mechanical microenvironment by AGEs deposition.

Another limitation of this study was that the use of NMN as pharmacological intervention to regulate SIRT3 function was not specific. Although our present study showed the protective effect of SIRT3 on AGEs-induced NP cell apoptosis and IVD degeneration, more molecules have been targeted by NMN [@bib21], [@bib22], [@bib23] and their potential interaction with SIRT3 may be involved in this process and need more mechanistic investigations in the future.

5. Conclusion {#s0115}
=============

The current study represents the first demonstration of the protective role of SIRT3 in IVD degeneration. Previous data showed that aging was one risk factor that promoted SIRT3 down-modulation and osteoarthritis progression [@bib20]. We further clarified that AGEs acted as risk molecule involved in IVD degeneration, and participated in suppressing SIRT3 function and inducing NP cell apoptosis and IVD degeneration, which can result from mitochondrial redox disorder and oxidative stress. Moreover, NMN administration alleviated the AGEs-induced oxidative stress and NP cell apoptosis by restoring SIRT3 function and the mitochondrial antioxidant network. Thus, we infer that SIRT3 function in NP cells can potentially serve as a new and effective therapeutic target for AGEs-associated IVD degeneration.

Appendix A. Supplementary material {#s0135}
==================================

Fig. S1Identification of human NP cell markers by flow cytometer. Positive expressions of CD24 (94.2%) and KRT18 (96.7%) were found.Fig. S1

Fig. S2Positive and negative controls of AGEs immunostaining. Positive control was performed using the section of brachial artery tissue and the immunostaining of AGEs was mainly located at intima and adventitia. Negative controls were performed using parallel sections of human NP tissues. Scale bar: 100 µm.Fig. S2

Fig. S3Detection of MitoSOX using fluorescence microscope and flow cytometry analysis. (A) Representative fluorescence images with MitoSOX (red) and MitoTracker (green) double-staining. Cell nuclei are stained by DAPI. The siRNA transfected or lentivirus infected NP cells was treated in the presence or absence of AGEs (200 μg/ml). (B, C) The representative peak charts of flow cytometry and quantitative analysis for MitoSOX detection. B: \*p \< 0.05 versus PBS+siCON. \#p \< 0.05 versus AGEs+siCON. C: \*p \< 0.05 versus PBS+Lenti-Vector. \#p \< 0.05 versus AGEs+Lenti-Vector.Fig. S3

Fig. S4Detection of MitoSOX using fluorescence microscope and flow cytometry analysis. (A) Representative fluorescence images with MitoSOX (red) and MitoTracker (green) double-staining. Cell nuclei are stained by DAPI. The siRNA transfected NP cells were stimulated with AGEs (200 μg/ml) in the presence or absence of A-769662 (50 μM) or NMN (100 μM). (B, C) The representative peak charts of flow cytometry and quantitative analysis for MitoSOX detection. B: \*p \< 0.05 versus PBS. \#p \< 0.05 versus AGEs. C: \*p \< 0.05 versus AGEs+NMN+siCON. \#p \< 0.05 versus AGEs+A-769662+siCON.Fig. S4

Fig. S5Western blotting and immunofluorescence analysis of SIRT3 and cleaved-caspase-3 levels in rat models. (A) Representative Western blotting assay and quantitation of the levels of SIRT3 and cleaved-caspase-3. \*p \< 0.05 versus PBS. \#p \< 0.05 versus AGEs. (B) Representative fluorescence images with SIRT3 and cleaved-caspase-3 staining. Cell nuclei are stained by DAPI.Fig. S5
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